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Do you want to be the first in the search engines? Posts Genius is a revolutionary system in getting
backlinks. Increase your traffic thanks to high positions in search engines and get the most
important component of a successful optimization â€“ backlinks â€“ in huge quantity. Forget ineffective
manual exchange and join the Posts Genius which entrusts creating your backlinks to bloggers. It's
ingeniously simple and completely effective! You pick bloggers who write made-to-measure articles
for you! You get quality promotional text and valuable links. Sign in Posts Genius!

Choose the best bloggers and get quality blog spots and backlinks

Post Genius is a guaranteed way to the top search engine positions. The rank of your website
increases in Google or Yahoo so dynamic if you will get valuable backlinks! How does Posts Genius
work?

1. you enter the campaign with the required parameters

2. system calculates the range of bloggers

3. you may choose the best blogs and bloggers

4. article is published within 7 days

5. you can comment  finished text

6. quotation of individual bloggers displayed in the system

7. blogger is obliged to put url of published article into the system

Make sure that Posts Genius truly increases your position in search engines and brings customers.
Join Posts of Genius now!

Posts Genius increases attendance. Proof? We have now 7!

Posts Genius is really a unique system for obtaining backlinks in bulk. Use great potential hidden in
blogs! Mobilize the best lyricists for writing for you! See how does Posts Genius increase your
attendance!

1. automatic check of backlinks in articles

2. advertiser decides tone and type of the article

3. blogger can write positive review for your products

4. blogger can write a criticism of competition (within the limits of applicable law)

5. advertiser can choose a minimum blog PageRank

6. you can select blog cathegory so your article is only in thematic blogs
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7. price depends on required article length and blog quality

Backlinks are only the first step. And what else?

Posts Genius is a brilliant system to gain backlinks. But it is not all profit of its. What else does a
new Pay Per Post bring for you?

1. Direct traffic and increase of sales

2. Buzz and branding (more people will talk about your website mouth by mouth or by posts and
reactions or by social networks)

3. Search Engine Rankings (inpost links have a positive affect on your rankings)

4. Positive user reviews and feedback

Posts Genius is the best Pay Per Post system which will surely bring success. See for yourself!
Register for free now!
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